Recent work (Cabboi et al. [1]) has shown promising agreement between measurements and theoretical modelling of high-frequency dynamic sliding friction. This paper confirms and extends this agreement by presenting results for a wide selection of contacting materials. Additional measurement techniques are also introduced, to give independent confirmation of parameter identification and improve the robustness of the identification process. The results show that virtually every individual measurement can be fitted accurately by the proposed theoretical model, and that in all cases where rapid wear of the contacting materials was not an issue it was possible to achieve a good global fit to sets of tests at different normal loads and sliding speeds. The evidence suggests that this measurement procedure is able to characterise the dynamic behaviour at a frictional interface up to kiloHertz frequencies, and consequently provide the means to discriminate among, and calibrate, proposed dynamic friction models. Identifying a reliable model could significantly improve the prediction accuracy for friction-induced vibration such as vehicle brake squeal.
Introduction
Friction is an essential ingredient of many engineering systems, as in devices like brakes or clutches where force transmission plays a key role. In others it is an unwanted phenomenon, for example resulting in loss of accuracy in positioning control or the appearance of self-excited vibration such as brake squeal. In either case it is important to be able to predict and control the dynamic friction force, but this has proved to be a very elusive goal: see for example [2, 3] . Friction-related phenomena have a reputation for "twitchiness": in an experimental setting it is hard to obtain reliable and repeatable results. This suggests sensitivity to factors that are not well controlled or characterised [4] , and it makes careful validation tests of theoretical models challenging.
The literature offers many attempts to decrypt the puzzling physics behind frictional interaction by proposing physics-based or phenomenological friction laws. The first type of constitutive law is typically based on integrating the mechanical principles applied at a microscopic scale (which might mean the molecular level or the asperity level) over the whole contact surface: see for example [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such models require information concerning the geometry, such as the roughness distribution and the contact configuration (usually parameterised by the indentation depth), and the material properties including a characterisation of deliberate or accidental additional material near the sliding interface (be it an oxide layer, lubricant film or "leaves on the line"). On the other hand, phenomenological models are based on fitting to empirical observations: examples range from the familiar Amontons-Coulomb law or simple viscous friction, to more complicated effects such as time-evolving static friction and frictional memory. Different combinations of observed phenomena have led to more complex models such as the Stribeck-type model [12, 13] , rate-and-state models [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , LuGre model [19, 20] , or enhanced versions of the Maxwell-slip model [21, 22] .
When it comes to the quantitative prediction of friction-induced vibration, the focus of the present work, the application of existing friction models does not have a good track record. It has been argued elsewhere that the major reason lies in the absence of appropriate, validated constitutive laws for dynamic friction [23] : the requirements become increasingly stringent as the question of interest changes from stability thresholds, to limit-cycle waveforms, to detailed transient responses. This remark applies to a wide range of different systems, including earthquakes [24] [25] [26] , violin strings ( [27, 28] ), vehicle brakes [29, 30] and friction dampers in gas turbine fans [31, 32] .
In practice, empirical information about friction is most commonly obtained from standardised tribological tests performed at macro-scale, based on imposed steady sliding or reciprocating sliding [4] . Some variables may be taken into account: the contact configuration, the material combination, the sliding speed, the normal force and the testing environment (e.g. dry friction, lubricated friction, temperature, humidity). The deduced friction "laws" are then often naively applied in attempts to predict the dynamic friction behaviour at relatively high frequencies, where friction-induced vibration commonly occurs [2, [33] [34] [35] .
It has been demonstrated in previous work that this approach is fundamentally flawed [36, 30, 23, 1] , even when applied to the simplest question about friction-induced vibration: to predict the threshold of instability when steady sliding gives way to exponentially-growing vibration of sufficiently small amplitude to be governed by linear theory. Under those circumstances, it is easy to determine the correct way to characterise the relevant aspects of frictional behaviour. As will be summarised in the next section, the requirement is for a kind of frequency response function for sliding friction. A test rig to measure this quantity has been described [1] , and sample results have been shown for a restricted selection of contacting materials. It was found empirically that this frictional frequency response was remarkably free of the traditional "twitchiness" of friction measurements: reliable and repeatable results were obtained even under circumstances when the steady friction characteristics did indeed exhibit such variability. This shows two things: that the new quantity is in some ways easier to pin down than traditional measures of friction, and that it behaves in a manner that is significantly decoupled from the steady-sliding behaviour.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the frictional frequency response offers a sensitive new tool for discriminating between candidate theoretical models. Some existing models from the literature could be definitively ruled out, at least for the particular material combinations used in these tests, nylon or polycarbonate against glass [37] . A class of models was then discussed, which combined the "rate and state" methodology with the influence of contact stiffness [1] . It was shown that models of this type can account very well for the observed behaviour (for the particular materials tested): not only was it possible to match any individual measurement to the model, but some key aspects of parameter dependence on the mean sliding speed and normal force were well captured.
In the light of these promising results, the next stages of research are easy to map out. It is first important to know whether a similar level of agreement can be achieved with a wider range of materials. In the process, it is useful to refine the measurement and parameter estimation processes to streamline the stages and also to provide internal consistency checks between alternative approaches to measuring the same quantity. These are the tasks of the present paper. The next logical step might be to incorporate models of this kind into commercial computer software, such as Finite Element codes, typically used by industrial designers when attempting to develop such things as non-squealing brake systems.
Background summary

The frictional frequency response
Consider a sliding friction interaction between two mechanical systems, making contact at a single point. Suppose that the steady sliding speed v 0 is modulated by a small oscillatory disturbance ′ v at angular frequency ω, so that:
If linear theory is applicable, the evoked frictional force must take the form:
where F 0 and ′ F are the steady-state and perturbed amplitudes of the friction force, respectively. The negative sign in Eq. (1) is chosen for consistency with earlier work ( [36] ). The ratio of the two perturbation amplitudes encapsulates the required information about dynamic friction, in the form of a frequency response function β ω ( ):
It is in general a complex number, specifying the amplitude and phase of the force perturbation relative to the speed perturbation, both of which may possibly vary with frequency. It is the natural quantity to enter any linearised calculation of the threshold of friction-induced vibration. A linear computational framework has indeed been extensively used for brake squeal applications ( [33, 13, 35] ) and earthquake processes ( [24] [25] [26] ), requiring a linearised constitutive law of dynamic friction of this general type.
Measurement rig
A test rig has been developed to measure β ω ( ) ( [36] ). It is based on a pin-on-disc design, in which a small hemispherical pin sample of one material is pressed against a disc of a second material fixed to a controllable rotary stage (see Fig. 1 ). The pin assembly incorporates an actuator to allow a small dynamical modulation of the effective sliding speed as envisaged in Eq. (1), and also a package of sensors to allow the dynamic force and motion to be monitored. Standard techniques for measuring the frequency response function of a linear system can then be applied (see for example [38] ): band-limited pseudo-random noise is used for the input, and averaging is used to give a stable estimate of β ω ( ) together with the associated coherence function (as a check on linearity). A full description of the experimental rig, the sensor calibration procedure and the measurement process was given in [1] . It should be emphasised that this measurement relies on response to A. Cabboi, J. Woodhouse Wear 396-397 (2018) [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] forced vibration: although the ultimate goal of the research is the reliable prediction of self-excited frictional vibration, such spontaneous vibration ("squeal") must be avoided during this testing. So far, only a few measurements of β ω ( ) have been published ( [36, 1] ). Two different material combinations have been systematically explored: a nylon pin against a glass disc and a polycarbonate pin against a glass disc. These were tested with all combinations of a set of sliding speeds and a set of mean normal forces. A puzzling feature, which still needs to be clarified, is the excellent repeatability of the measured frictional frequency response. The usual testing procedure consists in choosing a normal force and a sliding-speed range. A series of tests is then conducted with the different sliding speeds, holding the normal force fixed. Speeds are tested first in an increasing and subsequently a decreasing order. As a result, each particular case of β ω ( ) and the associated mean friction coefficient μ ss is estimated twice at different stages in the test sequence. For both material combinations, the β ω ( ) measurements proved to be much more repeatable than μ ss . In fact, the latter was often found to exhibit quite different values for the same sliding speed before and after a sequence of tests, sometimes changing by a factor of two or more.
Candidate models
In [1] a family of related rate-and-state models was introduced, and a systematic attempt was made to discriminate between them based on experimental results. The introduction of a tangential contact stiffness k t was the key ingredient that allowed these models to capture a number of features in the measurements of β ω ( ), where earlier models had failed. The physical interpretation of this contact stiffness, and the precise way it was incorporated into the governing equations, was discussed in detail in the earlier work. It is not necessary to repeat that here: suffice it to say that the best fit was obtained with a small subset of the family, and only those cases will be considered in the present work. They are defined here for completeness.
The frictional force F can be expressed by a rate-and-state model that includes the effect of tangential contact stiffness. The two relevant models will be labelled with notation to match the earlier work: the "compliant interface model" (CI) and the "compliant pin model" (CP), respectively. The distinction between them relies on whether the contact stiffness is introduced in the state evolution law or not:
where ẏis the measured perturbed velocity, ϕ is the state variable, and f and g are two functions defining the particular rate-and-state model chosen.
After linearisation and by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (4), which allows the state evolution law to be solved in the frequency domain, the corresponding frictional frequency response functions can be readily obtained:
in which ′ f ss is the slope of the curve of steady-state frictional force as a function of sliding speed (i.e. the "Stribeck curve"), and f v , and g ϕ , are the partial derivatives of the functions f and g with respect to the slip rate v and the state variable ϕ, respectively. In both cases, the equations are written in a form that shows explicitly the original rate-and-state result (the first term) and the factor by which this must be multiplied to express the effect of contact stiffness (the second term).
The tangential contact stiffness is modelled with a power law of the normal force N 0 [39] [40] [41] :
Idealised theoretical models suggest a range of possible values for α: for a linear spring, = α 0; for Hertzian contact, = α 1/3; for the GreenwoodWilliamson model of rough surfaces, = α 1. It is not obvious a priori which if any of these models applies to the experimental rig, so α has been kept as a free parameter to be determined by measurement.
Explicit choices for the frictional law and the state evolution law are now needed. It should be emphasised that in the literature of rate-andstate models, these choices have generally been driven by experimental observation and are frequently refined in order to fit new experimental datasets ( [18] ). This work makes use of the classical Dieterich-Ruina law ( [14, 15] ), which defines the friction force F as (9) where the subscript ss denotes the steady-sliding value. The time constant t ϕ could be assumed to be a fixed value, or alternatively to be velocity dependent. Eq. (9) can be related to the Dieterich ageing law by assuming
, where L is the classical constant memory length ( [14] ), and
. The latter assumption implies that the reference interfacial state ϕ * is given by = ϕ L V * / * . Both assumptions are consistent with the basic experimental observation that lies behind the Dieterich-Ruina law (8), which states that for steady sliding the coefficient of friction exhibits a logarithmic dependence on the slip rate and can be written as Wear 396-397 (2018) [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] Eqs. (8), (10) define the functions f and g respectively. For the purposes of this paper, only the frequency-domain expressions in Eqs. (5), (6) are needed, requiring various partial derivatives of f and g. (6) : "Rate-and-state model" refers to the first term, "Elastic contribution" to the second. The models to be fitted to the experimental results are obtained from Eqs. (5), (6) by substituting the values from this Table. The set of variables to be identified from a measurement of β ω ( ) is thus a b , and k t , together with either t ϕ or L. From a set of k t values, parameters κ and α can then be identified.
There is one more piece of information about the models, which it is useful to show explicitly before starting detailed discussions of parameter-fitting. It concerns the influence of the term − a b ( ), which characterises the slope ′ f ss of the steady-sliding friction curve for the Dieterich-Ruina law (10): a positive sign of − a b ( )indicates velocitystrengthening behaviour, while a negative sign indicates velocityweakening behaviour. It is useful to see how the two alternatives influence the form of the frictional frequency response. Fig. 2 shows how the transition from a positive to a negative − a b ( )term affects β ω ( ), in terms of the shape of the Nyquist plot and also the phase variation. In terms of the Nyquist plot, calculated here by using model CI2 (the chosen model parameters are listed in the caption of Fig. 2 ), the change of behaviour is most evident at lower frequencies. The movement of individual low-frequency values between the different curves is indicated by the dashed grey lines in Fig. 2 , which connect corresponding points. As the value of − a b ( ) changes from positive to negative, the low frequency segments of the Nyquist curves tend to expand within the lower half-plane, crossing into the right half-plane as soon − a b ( )becomes negative. This diagnostic behaviour will prove useful later for interpretation of measurements of β ω ( ).
Optimising the experimental methodology
Measuring β ω ( )
In the current work, the experimental database of β ω ( ) measurements has been enlarged by testing new material combinations. Furthermore, the testing procedure described in [1] has been enhanced to improve the accuracy and robustness of the results, and to allow a consistency check of certain identified model parameter values. The material combinations tested are as follows: polycarbonate pin on glass disc (only a few measurements for this combination were shown in [1] ), perspex (PMMA) pin on glass disc, Tufnol pin on glass disc, PTFE pin on glass disc, polycarbonate pin on steel disc, and steel pin on steel disc. For each material combination, efforts were made to collect the dynamic response under different sliding speeds (1-10 mm/s) and for different normal forces (10-60 N) . However, as will be explained, not all speed/force combinations proved possible to test with some materials. The data set for the polycarbonate-glass combination will be used in this section to illustrate the new procedure, and results for the other material combinations will be discussed in Section 4.
The post-processing of the recorded data has been improved. All the β ω ( ) measurements shown in previous works ( [36, 1] ) were contaminated by narrow peaks clearly visible in the investigated frequency range, and particularly prominent with higher sliding speeds. These peaks could disturb the fitting process, distracting the eye and providing a biased identification of the model parameters. A thorough modal-testing campaign on different parts of the rig has been carried out, to track down the origins of these features (which were always assumed to be rig artefacts of some kind). These tests showed that all the significant peaks are indeed associated with natural frequencies of various parts of the measurement rig. At low frequencies, the first lateral and vertical modes of the aluminium frame that holds the loading spring propagate through the measurements. At higher frequencies, modes of the disc come into play. It should be emphasised that rig artefacts of this general kind are inevitable given the contradictory design constraints of this measurement. The rig needs enough flexibility to allow actuation and control of the normal load, but it also needs to be as stiff as possible because the useful frequency range is determined precisely by contamination associated with vibration modes of the structure.
Once these modes have been identified and understood, it is possible to attempt to remove them from the measured frictional frequency response function by pole-fitting and subtraction. It would require further investigation to establish the limits of accuracy of this process, but it gives a very useful first approximation to revealing the underlying physical contact behaviour. Fig. 3 shows the magnitude and Nyquist plots of three β ω ( ) measurements for the polycarbonate-glass combination, before and after filtering out some of these rig mode artefacts at lower frequencies. The obvious circular features in the Nyquist plots at low frequency disappear without affecting the main circular shape that characterises β ω ( ) in the complex plane. This modal filtering process has been applied to almost all the experimental data used here. Fig. 4 shows some of the dynamic friction measurements of the polycarbonate/glass combination taken at fixed normal forces 34 N (Fig. 4a ) and 44 N (Fig. 4b) , and for different sliding speeds (1-10 mm/ s). The pattern shown by magnitude plots of this kind has already been discussed ( [36, 1] ), but it is worth underlining the remarkable repeatability of the β ω ( ) measurements: each case appears twice, as a solid and a dashed line, but they can scarcely be distinguished in the plot. Not all the investigated material combinations showed such strikingly repeatable behaviour, but it will be argued in Section 4 that this is determined simply by the susceptibility to wear of each material combination.
Sensitivity analysis of the identified model parameters
The parameters of the candidate models are identified through an optimisation process, which minimises a cost function that is the frequency-integrated squared difference between the experimental β ω ( ) and the corresponding predicted counterpart obtained from Eqs. (5) or (6) (see [1] for more details). It is useful to check the robustness of the identification results. This has been quantified by finding the percentage change in each parameter necessary to increase the cost function by 5% from its minimum value. A high value of this metric, which will be referred to as "high sensitivity", points to the fact that the parameter in question may not be accurately determined by the optimisation process.
Fig . 5 shows the average of this measure of sensitivity for the identified parameters a b
, and k t obtained from each candidate model fitted to the individual measurements. (Note that parameters κ and α cannot be fitted to individual measurements because they require multiple values of N 0 : these parameters will be discussed shortly.) Fig. 6 shows a similar averaged plot for the parameters t ϕ and L, but in this case the results for models CI and CP are shown separately. There are differences of detail (for example, b is always more sensitive than a), but all these parameters show a generically similar pattern of sensitivity: measurements performed at higher speed and lower normal forces, i.e. in the lower right-hand corner of the plots, all show increased sensitivity. This is not unexpected, since measurements in this region usually give low values of β | | and hence tend to be more noisy. Parameters a, b and t ϕ also show a region of high sensitivity at high normal forces and low speed. The identification of some model parameters in this region is consistently more robust for model CI than for model CP: the maximum change of parameters t ϕ and L seen in Fig. 6a is much lower than in Fig. 6b .
Such sensitivity analysis sometimes reveals situations where certain parameters are not robustly determined by the optimisation approach. Consistency checks of the results are then desirable, and these can sometimes be performed by exploiting alternative types of measurement, as will be explained in the following subsections.
Tangential contact stiffness measurements
A case in point concerns the contact stiffness. In [1] the contact stiffness was simply estimated alongside the other parameters by optimising the fit to the candidate rate-and-state models. However, a straightforward alternative test is possible by running the test rig without rotation of the disc. The measured β ω ( ) under these conditions should represent the tangential contact stiffness directly: if multiplied by iω to convert from force/velocity to force/displacement (i.e. dynamic stiffness), the result would be expected to show a constant value representing the spring stiffness. Fig. 7 shows an example of low-frequency results for a range of normal loads. The excitation bandwidth started at 100 Hz, and above that frequency the expected constant value is seen. Systematic variation with the normal load is also evident. This kind of measurement can easily be incorporated into the standard testing sequence. For the current experimental campaign, a non-sliding test to determine the contact stiffness was carried out before and after each sequence of β ω ( ) measurements at a given normal force. There is a possible snag with this method: even with very low forcing amplitude, according to the Cattaneo-Mindlin (CM) assumptions partial interfacial slip should always occur between the two bodies in Hertz-type contact [42, 43] . However, tangential sliding during the β ω ( ) measurements causes wear of a small flat area in the contact region on the pin, accompanied by material transfer. If the non-rotating measurement is made after some sliding tests, the normal pressure distribution and the contact area will have changed, breaking one of the main CM assumptions [44] and allowing the possibility of full sticking with low driving amplitudes. In practice, neither evidence of partial slipping nor a tangential load dependence of the estimated contact stiffness has been observed. Fig. 8a makes a comparison between contact stiffness values obtained from model optimisation (blue dots) and from non-sliding measurements (red dots). The values are reassuringly consistent. In this particular case the ones identified by the optimisation runs are less widely scattered than the ones obtained from the non-sliding tests, so perhaps the optimisation results are more reliable, but this will not be the case with all later tests. A remark can be made about the repeatability of the results over the various tests done at different normal forces: in this case the contact stiffness seems to show similar values for each narrow cluster of normal forces, and it can be concluded that the tests done on this material combination are not confused by significant wear effects. Again, this will not be the case for some tests with other materials. 
Steady-sliding curves
According to the Dieterich-Ruina law for the steady-sliding case, Eq. (10), the derivative with respect to velocity of the steady-sliding friction force, ′ f ss , is proportional to the difference − a b ( ). The values of the parameters a and b obtained by comparing the rate-and-state models with the β ω ( ) measurements can thus be cross-checked by fitting Eq. (10) to the measured steady-sliding coefficient of friction. The friction coefficient μ ss has been estimated alongside each measurement of β ω ( ), tested using different velocities and normal forces: the results are plotted in Fig. 9a . The parameters of the Dieterich-Ruina law have been estimated by optimising the fit of Eq. (10) to each measured set of μ ss . These parameters can then be used to compute the derivative with respect to velocity of μ ss . The same quantity can be calculated using the values of a and b fitted from the β ω ( ) measurements. . Polycarbonate on glass: averaged sensitivity coefficients obtained from the identified model parameters optimising the four candidate models (see Table 1 ): a) parameter a; b) parameter b; c) contact stiffnes k t . The colour scale represents the same percentage range in each case, describing the proportional change in value needed to increase the cost function by 5% from the minimum value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper). 
Data matrix fitting
The two consistency checks just described have two main applications:
1. they allow cross-checking of the model parameters identified by optimisation runs based on β ω ( ), which can sometimes lead to unreliable numerical results if a large number of fitting parameters are involved; 2. if a sensitivity analysis highlights a model parameter for which identification is not robust enough, it may be possible to eliminate that parameter from the optimisation procedure by identifying it first through an alternative measurement.
The case shown so far, for polycarbonate on glass, showed quite robust behaviour for all fitting parameters. The most sensitive one seemed to be the time-or length-scale of the state variable, t ϕ or L, for which an alternative test has not yet been implemented. On the other hand, some other material combinations -such as the perspex (PMMA) pin on glass disc -exhibit a stronger sensitivity for t ϕ or L and for the parameter b, as will be discussed in Section 4. To fit the full data matrix for the polycarbonate on glass case, three fitting parameters have been chosen: a, b, and t ϕ or L. The contact stiffness was kept fixed with the power law identified in Section 3.3, since Fig. 8 showed a very consistent pattern of the identified stiffness values for different normal forces and sliding speeds.
In order to discriminate among the four rate-and-state candidate models, each model was independently fitted to the 60 measured β ω ( ) curves. The parameters obtained from each fitted curve were then used to run simulations in order to predict the whole data matrix. Fig. 10 shows the estimates of the normalised Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC), as used previously in [1] . This index quantifies the goodness of fit per simulation ( [45] ): lower SBIC values indicate more favoured models. The plots was produced using the Matlab function "boxplot". The ends of the rectangles show the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution, and the central lines indicate the median. Outliers are indicated by the isolated dots. Among the four candidate models it is evident that model CI2 performs the best, meaning that it is better able to catch the full pattern of the experimental data.
Histograms of the 60 identified values of a, b and t ϕ from model CI2 are shown in Figs. 11a and b . The values of a are consistently higher (10), using the fitted Dieterich-Ruina law (red lines) and using the fitted β ω ( ) models, CI and CP (blue stars). Note that there are 10 blue stars for each sliding speed, because each speed was tested twice with given normal force. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper). . These best-fitted parameters are very close to the mean values of the distributions shown in Fig. 11 . The results show a reasonably good fit over the whole range of normal force, sliding speed and frequency; although of course they are usually not quite as good as the individual fits.
Tests with other material combinations
Overview
The main aim of this paper is to explore how widely the models advocated in the earlier study can be applied. The individual discussions of separate material combination will necessarily be quite Fig. 12f shows the prediction error obtained for each curve by fitting the whole data matrix, normalised by dividing by the maximum value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper).
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Wear 396-397 (2018) [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] detailed, so before embarking on that it is important to give an overview of similarities and differences among the materials. Later subsections discuss the main results obtained by testing pins of different materials against a glass and a steel disc. The choice of these particular material combinations was not motivated by any specific engineering application, although some of the tested materials are of industrial importance, for example PTFE in self-lubricating bearing materials. The intention was simply to explore the behaviour of β ω ( ) over a range of materials that were conveniently available in a suitable form for the test rig.
As already anticipated in Section 3, some of the material combinations show the same high level of repeatability as the β ω ( ) measurements already highlighted by polycarbonate on glass (see previous section) and nylon on glass (see [1] ). Perspex (PMMA) on glass performed well in this regard, and Tufnol on glass performed moderately well. However, repeatability is dependent on the chosen operational conditions. Tests shown here used a range of sliding speeds between 1-10 mm/s and normal forces between 10-60 N. Tests at significantly higher speeds or higher normal forces would be likely to induce significant wear, and if the contact conditions are changing, the β ω ( ) measurement would be expected to change too. This has already been shown for the case of polycarbonate on glass, reported in [1] , and it became much more intrusive when a PTFE pin was tested against glass. The wear was now so rapid that the contact conditions changed significantly during each series of runs, and the results were much less repeatable than those seen so far. Details will be shown in Section 4.5.
After showing some examples of these results for polymeric pins against glass, a few results are shown using a steel disc. For direct comparison, results are shown for polycarbonate on steel, then finally some results are shown for a steel pin against the steel disc. For the polycarbonate pin, the issue of wear was again important. Probably because of the higher level of surface roughness of the steel disc compared to the glass one, the wear rate was higher and after a certain period of testing the pin started to generate squeal. The steel pin, however, showed good repeatability as will be illustrated in Section 4.7
All these comments about wear were verified directly by examining pins in the scanning electron microscope, before and after testing. A typical example of the results is shown in Fig. 13 , which shows a polycarbonate pin before and after testing on the steel disc. The machining marks are clearly visible in the "before" image, but after testing these marks have been obliterated and a large flat area created: in this case it is over 1 mm in diameter.
Summary of identified model parameters: polymers
This section presents a summary of the identified model parameters a, b, t ϕ or L, and the contact stiffness coefficients κ and α. The model parameters have been identified by following the experimental methodology described above:
1. measure β ω ( ), together with μ ss and the contact stiffness from tests without disc rotation; 2. perform a sensitivity analysis for each model parameter of the candidate friction models, identify any fitting parameters that show a high sensitivity, then identify such parameters through alternative friction tests and fix them during the optimisation process; 3. discriminate among the candidate friction models by fitting each model independently to the measured β ω ( ) curves, then use the parameters obtained from each fitted curve to run simulations in order to predict the whole data matrix, or for cases where the material combination was significantly affected by wear, chosen subsets of the matrix. Table 2 summarises the selected model for each tested material combination, including for completeness the case of nylon on glass explored in [1] . Apart from the polycarbonate on steel case, the best match with the experimental curves was always provided by the rateand-state model containing the elastic contribution within the friction law (models CIn), rather than in the state-evolution law (models CPn). For nylon/glass, polycarbonate/glass, perspex/glass and Tufnol/glass, the differences in terms of fitting error between models CIn and models CPn, used to fit each data matrix, was always at least 30%. A further discriminating factor consisted in the choice of fixed time-scale or fixed length-scale for the state variable evolution law. It was found that in order to allow the whole data matrix to be fitted, for some cases a fixed time-scale t ϕ worked best, while for other cases a fixed length-scale L was better. There is no clear physical reason for either model to be fully accurate, and it may turn out that a different assumption will be needed. Alternative friction tests to give an independent way to probe the behaviour of the state variable are still under investigation, and not yet implemented here. For the Tufnol on glass case, it was found that one subset of data collected at a high normal force worked best with model CI1, whereas the other tests worked better with model CI2. For the subset at a high normal force, the fitting error provided by model CI1 was one order of magnitude lower than the fitting error obtained by using model CI2. The fitting of the PTFE/glass case was only possible with the CI1 model. This material combination pushed the whole fitting methodology to its limit.
Figs. 14a and b summarise the distributions of the identified values of model parameters a, b and t ϕ for each material combination. The model parameters are referred to the models highlighted in Table 2 . The broad similarity of parameters a and b across these disparate materials is quite striking. The histograms show similar normal distributions for the nylon, polycarbonate and perspex (PMMA) on glass cases. The data matrix of each of these material sets can be predicted quite well by a single set of model parameters, with values close to the mean value of each distribution. The identified parameters of the remaining material combinations show a more uniform and widely-scattered distribution, and only single experimental curves or subsets of the data matrix can be Fig. 13 . Scanning electron microscope images of a polycarbonate pin used against the steel disc: a) new sample; b) sample after several sequences of testing.
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fitted by any particular selected model. The histograms also show that parameter a is always larger than parameter b, although some material combinations -especially polycarbonate on steel -give a smaller difference − a b ( ). This will be discussed in some detail in subsequent sections. Fig. 14b shows narrow distributions of the identified values of t ϕ for the nylon-glass, polycarbonate-glass and polycarbonate-steel cases. For the first two of these, the time-scale t ϕ ranges between 0.5-1.8 msec, while for the latter material set it appears to be lower than 0.6 msec. However, the remained polymer cases show values of t ϕ that are much more widely scattered. Note that for model CI1 and CP1, the values of t ϕ have been inferred from L v / . As discussed in Section 3.3, the contact stiffness can be determined by fitting a power law to the identified values of k t obtained either from the optimisation runs performed at different normal forces, or by running the test rig while keeping the disc still. The latter option has been adopted for the PMMA-glass and Tufnol-glass cases, since it provided less scattered values of contact stiffness. Fig. 15 summarises the fitted values of κ and α from Eq. (7). For the four material combinations for which the data was good enough to allow convincing global fitting a single symbol (cross+circle) is plotted.
However, for the material combinations that were prone to rapid wear, it was not possible to fit a single power law since the contact stiffness kept changing after each sequence of runs. Therefore, parameter k t was either kept as a fitting parameter during each individual optimisation run (polycarbonate on steel), or different power laws were fitted to different subsets of the contact stiffness measurements (PTFE on glass). For both material combinations, Fig. 16 shows the contact stiffness values estimated from the "direct" measurement. Each coloured series of dots refers to the contact stiffness estimated before and after a full sequence of β ω ( ) measurements performed at a fixed normal force. It can be observed that the contact stiffness tends to increase after each sequence of measurements. Each line was then separately fitted to Eq. (7), and the results are plotted in Fig. 15 with star and diamond markers respectively.
Perspex (PMMA) on glass
Perspex on glass has been tested for the full range of sliding speeds (1-10 mm/s) and normal forces (12, 21, 35, 50 , and 61 N), measuring β ω ( ) and μ ss . Wear effects were not of particular concern, and all the measurements exhibited good repeatability.
Sensitivity analysis revealed parameter b to be particular sensitive: Fig. 17a shows that generally the sensitivity coefficient is around 20%, while a small area within the data matrix shows values up to 90%. The main cause of such low robustness of the optimisation seems to be a smaller value of − a b ( ), sometimes producing misleading identification results with a lower than b. To overcome such problems, − a b ( ) was estimated by fitting the Dieterich-Ruina law (8) to the measured μ ss (Fig. 17b) . Fig. 17b shows μ ss only increasing slowly as the sliding speed is increased, directly suggesting a low but positive value of − a b ( ). The values of − a b ( ) and the contact stiffness (see Fig. 15 ) were then fixed, and the optimisation process re-run with only two fitting parameters: a and t ϕ . First each separate β ω ( ) measurement and then 
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the whole data matrix was fitted using model CI2. Fig. 18a shows a typical sequence of β ω ( ) measured at a fixed normal force (≈ 50 N), while Fig. 18b provides an example of the fitting results in a similar format to Fig. 12 . The magnitude plots of β ω ( ) in Fig. 18a clearly demonstrate the remarkable level of repeatability over all the runs between 1-10 mm/s: the dashed grey lines are scarcely detectable due to almost perfect matching.
As already discussed in Section 3, whenever the different measurements of β ω ( ) exhibit good repeatability, it has been possible to predict the collected experimental data matrix by using a single set of model parameters. This was the case for the PMMA on glass material set. The solid red lines in Fig. 18b refer to the global fit obtained by using model CI2. The fitted parameters are: = a 0.0237, = b 0.0155 and = t 3.5 ms ϕ . In general, both individual and global fits, blue dashed lines and red solid lines in Fig. 18b respectively, reproduce the variation of β ω ( ) quite well over the entire range of sliding speeds, normal forces and frequencies.
Tufnol on glass
The results for Tufnol on glass tell a slightly more complicated story. The β ω ( ) measurements still show excellent repeatability, as illustrated in Fig. 19 showing the real and imaginary parts of β ω ( ) measured for different sliding speeds (1-10 mm/s) with a fixed normal force (≈ 22 N). The dashed grey lines are always very close to the coloured lines.
The first striking result concerns the measured μ ss . Fig. 20a shows the coefficients of friction measured by varying the sliding speed between 1-10 mm/s at different fixed normal forces: 12, 22, 33, 44 and 60 N. Conversely, the friction force is plotted against the normal force in Fig. 20b for different values of sliding speed. By inspecting both Figs. 20a and b, several trends can be discerned. The first three sequences of measurements, done between 12-33 N, seem to obey Coulomb's law and also to show a slight but consistent velocity strengthening behaviour. The measurements done at 60 N exhibit a rather constant value of μ ss during the first set of tests with increasing sliding speed, fluctuating around 0.25, but then during the second set of tests as sliding speed was reduced they show a steady and significant increase up to 0.35. An intermediate pattern is shown by the measurements performed at 44 N. In addition, the measurements performed at 44 and 60 N seem to deviate increasingly from Coulomb's law.
Inspecting the measured β ω ( ) for different normal forces reveals a second striking result. Fig. 21 shows that for the measurements performed at 12 N and 60 N, the Nyquist plots exhibit an extension into the lower half-plane at low frequency, while all the other Nyquist plots are predominantly confined to the upper half-plane and also show a more consistent pattern of behaviour. This discrepancy meant that it was not possible to predict the whole data matrix by a rate-and-state model using a single set of parameters, even though each individual curve could still be fitted very well. The sensitivity analysis revealed that the contact stiffness parameter was not determined very robustly, especially for high speeds and low normal forces, so the "direct" measurement of contact stiffness was exploited to identify κ and α (see Fig. 15 ), then both parameters were fixed during the optimisation runs.
A slightly different approach was needed in order to discriminate among the candidate models in this case. After fitting the different β ω ( ) curves independently with each model, the resulting set of identified model parameters were used to predict only the subset of the data matrix measured at the same normal force as the fitted β ω ( ). For most of the data set the most suitable model proved to be CI2, but model CI1 seemed preferable for the subset of data recorded at 60 N. Recall that the only distinction between these models is the use of a fixed timescale in CI2, versus a fixed length-scale in model CI1.
The blue dashed lines in Fig. 21 show the individual fit for each β ω ( ) measurement: they clearly show an excellent match with the experimental curves in all cases. The solid red lines refer now to the fit performed on the subsets of data measured at a fixed normal force. Apart from the measurements performed at low sliding speeds and low normal forces (Fig. 21a) , the "subset" fit seems to catch quite well the 
PTFE on glass
For the PTFE-glass combination, β ω ( ) was measured for a range of sliding speeds between 1-10 mm/s and normal forces of 12, 21, 31, 44 and 52 N. Fig. 22a shows an example set of measurements, for different sliding speeds at a normal force around 31 N. This time the grey dashed lines do not match the coloured lines exactly, and the discrepancy becomes more evident at higher sliding speeds. As already anticipated in Section 4.2, the results for this material combination were significantly influenced by wear effects. However, even for this case the repeatability is moderately good when set against typical traditional measurements of friction. Compared to previous material sets, the measurements of β ω ( ) were also characterised by a higher noise level, which made the optimisation runs less straightforward.
In order to keep the number of fitting parameters low, different values of κ and α were identified for each subset of data measured at a fixed normal force, by exploiting the "direct" measurement of the contact stiffness (see Figs. 15-Figs. 16b ). The fitting parameters were then a, b and L, and the most suitable model was found to be CI1. Fig. 22b shows an example of the fitting results, in which only individual fits are shown. For this particular material combination, occasional results produced poor fits or unreasonable model parameters (e.g. high values or < a b): one such has been excluded from the plot. As one would expect for PTFE, the measurements of μ ss gave very low values, varying between 0.02 and 0.15. The friction force was found to obey Coulomb's law only for normal forces up to 30 N. The observed deviations at higher normal force were again presumably attributable to rapid wear.
Polycarbonate on steel
Polycarbonate on steel proved to be one of the most interesting case studies since the measurements of β ω ( ) were characterised by a repeatable transition between the desired perturbed sliding condition and squeal occurrence. Only three sequences of runs were performed, since the pin sample wore rapidly at higher normal forces. During each sequence the sliding speed was varied between 1-10 mm/s. The mean levels of the normal forces for the three sequences were 11, 23 and 36 N, respectively. The wear process led to variations between ± 7-30 %. The effect of wear is clearly visible in Fig. 23a : for example the points marked with arrows show the first and last run for the sequence of tests performed around 23 N. This plot also suggests that for all sliding speeds Coulomb's law still holds. Fig. 23b shows the estimated μ ss coefficients, and also indicates the cases when squeal was observed. For the runs performed at 23 and 36 N the effect started at a sliding speed of 6 mm/s, persisted for higher velocities and ceased only when the sliding speed was decreased again beyond 6 mm/s. For the runs performed at 11 N, squeal was detected only at a sliding speed of 6 mm/s. In all cases the squeal was intermittent but clearly audible, and occurred in the vicinity of 5 kHz.
All the measured μ ss values tend to increase with increasing sliding speed. However, in the second half of each series of tests with the velocity decreasing, the friction coefficients tend to settle around an Fig. 18 . Perspex on glass: a) magnitude plots of β ω ( ) measured twice at a range of different sliding speeds (1-10 mm/s); b) fitting results obtained by using model CI2, for the experimental data shown in Fig. 18a . The blue dashed line corresponds to an individual fit, while the red solid line is related to the fit of the whole data matrix. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper). approximately constant value. A curious feature of these results is the remarkably consistent starting point for each sequence of runs: although the surface of the pin is affected by wear during each run (see Fig. 13 ), each sequence of measurements starts at a value of ≈ μ 0.4 ss . Perhaps another factor such as temperature is also playing a role, but at present the explanation is unknown.
Bearing in mind that squeal affected most of the data, only β ω ( ) measurements at 1 and 2 mm/s during each sequence of runs have been used for the model discrimination analysis. The sensitivity analysis of the identified model parameters provided quite robust values (<7%), with the biggest deviation appearing for the data measured at a low normal force, as already observed in previous cases. In order to discriminate among the models, a similar strategy was adopted to that used for the Tufnol on glass case. However, since the measured β ω ( ) showed slight differences after a couple of runs, the model parameters identified for each β ω ( ) curve have been used to predict only the curve at the other sliding speed measured for the same normal force. In addition, the contact stiffness k t was kept as a fitting parameter for each run. Model CP1 was identified as the most suitable model (see Table 2 ). Fig. 24 illustrates the fitting performance related to the first two β ω ( ) curves for each subset of data. The dashed blue line corresponds to an individual fit, while the solid red line to the "subset" fit. Both agree remarkably well with the experimental data. The first three columns of Table 4 show the identified model parameters for the "subset" fits. All the parameters differ systematically from subset to subset, increasing as the normal force increases. Some variation of the fitted values was not unexpected since the pin surface is affected by wear, deteriorating after each run.
In all cases, the values of a and b are rather similar. As mentioned previously, a low value of − a b ( ) has two effects: a low slope of the of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper). coefficient of sliding friction, and an expansion of the Nyquist plot towards the negative half-plane and eventually towards the right-hand half-plane. Both features are clearly seen in the experimental data. Fig. 23b shows a rather flat slope of the μ ss curve measured at 1 and 2 mm/s. On the other hand, Fig. 24 exhibits Nyquist plots that straddle the upper and lower half-planes, with a tendency of the lower frequencies to extend towards the right half-plane. For completeness, it is interesting to check the last two β ω ( ) measurements performed at 36 N, corresponding to sliding speeds of 2 and 1 mm/s (see Fig. 23b ). The value of μ ss for both curves is around 0.7, almost twice the starting value related to the first measurement of the sequence. However, the corresponding β ω ( ) curves are fairly similar, as shown in Fig. 25 : the solid blue lines are related to the last two measurements, the grey ones to the first two measurements of the equivalent sequence. The level of repeatability is by no means as impressive as has been seen previously, but both pairs of β ω ( ) are reasonably consistent despite the effects of wear (and perhaps temperature). Fig. 25a also shows the fitting results: as before, each dashed blue line is an individual fit and the solid red line a "subset" fit. Both simulations match the experimental data quite well. The identified model parameters are listed in the last column of Table 4 . For this case, a and b are extremely close to each other, with b being slightly higher. This fits the pattern seen in the Nyquist plot in Fig. 25a , where the lowest frequency (100 Hz) reaches the imaginary axis.
Steel on steel: dry and lubricated friction
Steel on steel, either dry or lubricated, is one of the most common material combinations for sliding or rolling contact in mechanical engineering systems. It is thus of interest to test this combination in the dynamic friction rig. While the previous material combinations were regarded mainly as proofs of concept for the technique and its interpretation, this new case goes beyond that by having direct relevance to many applications. A mild steel pin was run against the hardened steel disc, and measurements for different sliding speeds and normal forces were performed. In this case, it is useful to show results over an extended frequency range up to 4 kHz. An example of a lubricated condition was created by spraying a low-viscosity commercial lubricant (WD-40) onto the steel disc. The results of these dry and lubricated friction tests will be illustrated and compared. First, Fig. 26 shows the estimated steady-sliding coefficient of friction: strikingly, μ ss seems to be quite independent of sliding speed for both cases, while the typical value of the friction coefficient dropped from 0.5 to 0.2 under lubricated conditions.
Before examining the measurements of β ω ( ) it is useful to summarise the key features of the earlier results. All the dynamic friction measurements for polymer pins against glass or steel showed two significant deviations from a simple Coulomb-type friction law: a) evidence of internal dynamics was observed, which was taken into account through a state variable and its state-evolution law; b) β ω ( ) showed a non-trivial dependence on the normal load, which was tackled by introducing contact stiffness into the model.
The results involving steel on steel add a new piece of information to the story. Fig. 27 shows the β ω ( ) curves corresponding to the measurements described before. The first thing that may be noticed is that the peaks previously identified as deriving from rig artefacts are now much more prominent. Presumably the combination of the relatively rough steel disc and the relatively hard steel pin results in a higher level of background noise, exciting the rig resonances more strongly. However, although these peaks are distracting to the eye, they should be ignored for the purposes of interpretation, and only the background trends considered. Furthermore, that background "trend" in most cases is approximately a flat horizontal line. In this case, no attempt was made to remove the effects of the rig resonances: it was feared that the required corrections would be large enough that they might distort the underlying data.
The magnitude plots (Figs. 27a-b ) demonstrate excellent repeatability of the measurements. The light grey lines, relating to the measurements done by decreasing the sliding speed, are scarcely visible because they match very closely the first sequence of measurements obtained by increasing the sliding speed. Perhaps the most important feature, though, is the fact that the measured β ω ( ) is virtually independent of frequency. This is true of the complex values, not just the magnitude, as can be seen by inspecting the real (Figs. 27c-d ) and imaginary parts (Figs. 27e-f ). The real part shows a different but constant amplitude for each sliding speed, while the imaginary part is close to zero. This explains why Nyquist plots are not shown for this case: the points simply cluster in a cloud around each constant value.
Further tests were carried out for different normal forces at a fixed sliding speed (2 mm/s). Figs. 28a-b show the results for β ω ( ) measured under dry and lubricated conditions, respectively. The constant trend of the amplitude is plain in all cases. The results measured for lubricated friction show smoother curves than the ones measured for dry friction, but apart from that the two groups of curves are remarkably similar.
Figs. 28c-d show a scaled version of the measurements (called ω ϵ( ) in [36, 37] ), obtained by dividing each β ω ( ) measurement by the corresponding normal load. In both cases the ω ϵ( ) plots all collapse to a single curve, demonstrating that the frictional frequency response functions for these steel on steel tests exhibit a simple proportional relationship with the normal load (as suggested by the AmontonsCoulomb law). At first glance, the conclusion would be that the dynamic frictional The blue solid curves refer to the last two β ω ( ) of the sequence measured at 36 N, the grey curves to the first two β ω ( ) of the same sequence (Fig. 24c) . For each pair of measurements, the one with the higher amplitude has been measured at 1 mm/s, the other at 2 mm/s. a) Nyquist plot and fitting results obtained using model CP1 (individual fit: blue dashed line, "subset" fit: red solid line); b) magnitude plot. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper). behaviour of steel sliding on steel seems to depend only on sliding speed. In a first attempt to test this against modelling, the state variable of the rate-and-state model from Eq. (4) can be "frozen" and only the rate-dependent term retained. The contact stiffness was also neglected (by regarding it as infinite). The frictional frequency response function then reads:
which corresponds to the slope of Eq. (8) (11) with the value = a 0.0058: the level of β ω ( ) is quite well matched for each different sliding speed and normal force. It is striking that both the dry and lubricated friction tests can be predicted remarkably well using the same value of this parameter. Recall that the measured values of μ ss were very different under the two conditions, although the very low slope of curves was quite similar. The dashed lines in Figs. 28a-b were obtained by using model parameter = a 0.009 for the dry friction tests, and = a 0.007 for the lubricated tests: slightly different values seem to work best in this case, but it would require more extensive data to determine whether this is a real difference or simply a manifestation of uncertainty in the fitting process.
It is also possible to analyse these results in terms of the rate-andstate models discussed earlier. Rather than "freezing" the state variable as in Eq. (11), it can be retained but assigned a time constant that is very short compared to the ones obtained for the polymer cases (see Fig. 14b ). In any case, it seems to be admissible to neglect the elastic contribution. Therefore, a second modelling attempt consisted in simulating the observed data by using only the rate-and-state version of β ω ( ) given by:
According to Table 1 , the fitting parameters here are a b , and t ϕ . The predictions for dry and lubricated friction are shown by the cross markers plotted in Figs. 27a-f . The values of a and b, 0.0078 and 0.002 respectively, have been chosen such that the difference − a b ( )would correspond to the identified value of a if only the rate model (11) is used. The time-scale variable t ϕ is equal to 0.01 ms, around two order of magnitudes lower than the ones identified in Fig. 14b . It was found that any value lower than 0.01 ms would provide similar results, closely matching those of the rate-only model (11) . Similarly, the coloured In terms of the results shown here, the implication is that the simpler model (11) seems preferable to the more complicated one (12) . The reason that both have been included in this discussion is that it may well turn out, if alternative dynamic friction tests are carried out with the same contacting materials, that evidence of the state variable decay rate might emerge. For example, many tests relating to rock mechanics and earthquake modelling use sudden jumps in sliding speed to give direct visualisation of the exponential transient associated with a state variable (see for example [14] ).
A final remark can be made about β ω ( ) measured at 1 mm/s for both dry and lubricated tests, as shown in Fig. 27 . The imaginary part in this case shows a slight positive slope, and according to Eqs. (5) and (6) this effect could be predicted by re-introducing the contact stiffness. However, the measured results are not sufficiently clear to demonstrate the need for contact stiffness unambiguously.
Discussion and conclusions
In a previous paper ( [1] ), it was suggested that measurements of the frictional frequency response β ω ( ) could be explained by a version of the rate-and-state friction law, incorporating some allowance for contact stiffness. However, that conclusion was based on very limited data. In the present work a much wider range of material combinations has been tested, and it has been demonstrated that some version of the proposed family of closely-related models can fit well in every case.
Furthermore, the methodology for measurement, model discrimination and parameter identification has been significantly enhanced. Additional measurement methods have been introduced that provide cross-checks and improved robustness. One major target was to strengthen model discrimination. It has been argued previously ([36,37,1]) that β ω ( ) gives a kind of "fingerprint" of the sliding interface between the tested materials. It provides the required input for a complex eigenvalue analysis of the stability of systems (like vehicle brakes) containing a sliding interface, but in addition it gives an efficient and powerful tool to discriminate among candidate constitutive models for dynamic friction. In the present work it has been shown that the measured frictional frequency response can be used to discriminate successfully between variants of the enhanced rate-andstate model that differ only in relatively subtle ways. Results have been shown for a variety of polymer-based pins (nylon, polycarbonate, PMMA, PTFE and Tufnol) sliding against a glass disc, and also for polycarbonate and steel pins sliding against a steel disc. For the steel-on-steel case, tests were made both dry and lubricated. The frictional frequency response function has been measured systematically over a range of normal forces (10- 60 N) , of sliding speeds (1-10 mm/s) and for frequencies up to at least 2 kHz. In parallel, the steady-sliding friction force was also measured under the same range of conditions. The large set of material combinations now explored gives insight into the range of variation of the measured β ω ( ), and of the parameters of models fitted to those measurements. The measured β ω ( ) seems in general to be far more robust than the estimated coefficient of sliding friction, and for some material sets it is very strikingly repeatable.
Some material sets exhibited a high wear rate (particularly PTFE on glass and polycarbonate on steel), but even those showed reasonably consistent behaviour of β ω ( ). For the future, it may be useful to try measurements using cylindrical pin samples, with a flat contact surface, rather than the hemispherical pins used here. This might improve the repeatability of β ω ( ), since the nominal area of contact would remain approximately constant even in the presence of wear. In any case, from a pragmatic point of view it would be useful to know whether satisfactory measurements of β ω ( ) can be obtained using such flat-faced pin samples since these are the kind normally used in commercial tribological test machines. Tests of this kind might then become more easily available to, for example, the automotive industry and geomechanical community. For all the tests using polymeric pins, a model incorporating both an internal state variable and a contact stiffness was necessary. In cases where wear was not an issue, it was possible to find a single model capable of fitting subsets of the measurement matrix, or even the entire matrix covering different sliding speeds and normal loads. In other words, the selected models captured the parameter dependence as well as the frequency dependence of β ω ( ). Furthermore, the parameter values of the fitted models showed a good degree of consistency between materials: see for example Figs. 14 and 15.
The results for steel on steel, however, provided a surprise. In this case the results first suggested that the friction force depends only on the instantaneous sliding speed: virtually no frequency dependence was seen, and also the β ω ( ) curves scaled directly with the normal load, as the familiar but naive Coulomb law would suggest. The value of β ω ( ) for given values of v 0 and N 0 should then be simply the slope of the steady-sliding force-velocity curve at the operating point v 0 : a real number, independent of frequency. However, it has been shown that similar behaviour can be obtained with a rate-and-state model provided the time-scale parameter t ϕ has a sufficiently low value. The introduction of the state variable makes β ω ( ) complex, even though the amplitude and phase exhibit only very small variation with frequency over the range explored here. The smaller time-scale suggests that the "rejuvenation" time of the contact asperities for the metal on metal case is at least two order of magnitudes faster than for the polymer cases.
Parameter identification for a model depending only on slip-rate is very straightforward. Simple manual tuning gave satisfactory estimates of parameter a for the steel-on-steel material combination, and this was the only variable required. On the other hand, frequency-dependent β ω ( ) requires cross-validations in order to provide a robust identification of the different fitting parameters. For the latter case, the parameters inferred from alternative tests -steady-sliding tests and "direct" contact stiffness measurements without rotation of the dischave been used, either to corroborate or to integrate with the parameter estimation process based on the β ω ( ) measurement. For example, the identified parameters a and b, obtained by comparing the rate-and-state model with the β ω ( ) measurements, have been shown to be consistent with values inferred from the slope of the corresponding steady-sliding force-velocity curve. In a similar way, the contact stiffness for the polymer samples turned out to be quite consistent between the two different kinds of test, both in magnitude and power law dependence on the normal load.
In terms of modelling, a major target was to probe the limits of applicability of the family of related friction laws proposed in [1] . Only a subset of the earlier set of models has been explored here: the monotonic models, but not the non-monotonic ones. This choice was mainly determined by the available range of data: a proper validation of a non-monotonic model would require measurements over a larger range of sliding speeds, and this is a topic of ongoing research. It has been shown that each measured β ω ( ) function, considered individually, can be accurately reproduced by the proposed rate-and-state model. However, to reach a clear conclusion about whether a fixed length-scale or a fixed time-scale gave a better description to represent the statevariable dynamics, a different fitting strategy was required: "subset" or "data-matrix" fits allow discrimination between the two cases.
This strategy worked well except for the case of PTFE on glass, which pushed the proposed validation methodology to its limit. Three factors may have caused this issue: 1) the high level of noise in the data; 2) the pronounced wear effect; 3) the limitation of the optimisation method used. In the current paper, constrained and unconstrained gradient-based optimisation methods have been used. Possibly, more complex optimisation methods such as genetic algorithms or neural networks could have provided more robust results for the PTFE case, but testing the performance of different optimisation algorithms in order to highlight subtle differences between the different versions of the rate-and-state models has not been the aim of the current paper. The main focus has addressed, in demonstrating the discriminatory value of the β ω ( ) measurement. In the light of the results shown here, promising directions for future work can be mapped out quite easily. It would be valuable to extend the experimental methodology further by including additional tests which can be made in the same apparatus and under the same contact conditions: examples of types of test used in other contexts are forced reciprocating sliding, sudden jumps between different steady sliding speeds, and steady sliding over a larger velocity range. An enhanced repertoire of testing of this kind would provide additional information, especially for the identification of the state variable, and allow the proposed family of models to be tested more thoroughly (e.g. the nonmonotonic rate-and-state models). A natural next step would be to explore whether the fitted model is capable of accurate prediction of instability thresholds, such as the pattern of squeal occurrences shown in Fig. 23b .
So far, the friction testing has only involved the tangential direction, parallel to the sliding velocity at the contact point. However, [30] have suggested that a more general approach to the stability of systems with a sliding point contact should also include similar frequency-response information relating to normal force and velocity fluctuations. This would lead to a general linearised contact model involving a × 2 2 matrix of which β ω ( ) is one entry. It might be of great interest to extend the measurement procedure to identify experimentally each term of this × 2 2 matrix, to assess the outcome in terms of physical models, and to explore the influence on the prediction of dynamic friction-driven vibration.
Finally, it is worth suggesting that the experimental methodology set out here could be transferred to industrial applications. Many industries make use of tribological test equipment to quantify the behaviour of interfaces, and it should be possible to extend those tests to investigate the dynamic quantities discussed here. That in turn might lead to more reliable predictions of such phenomena as brake squeal.
the perturbation velocity occasionally comes close to the disc velocity.
The measurements reported in this paper were all performed at the highest drive voltage, V5, for sliding speeds ≥ 2 mm/s. However, for the cases of β ω ( ) measured at a sliding speed of 1 mm/s, the drive voltage was reduced to the level V3. This choice of the highest reasonable voltage setting in every case was made in order to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio in the results.
